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Lead ammo ban proposed 
By CYNDY COLE

Last year was a tough one for the California condor in northern Arizona.

Ninety percent of the endangered birds on the Arizona Strip had been exposed to lead, according to blood tests, the highest
number since the birds were reintroduced in 1996.

The condors had fed on the remains of deer left in the field, some of which were killed with lead bullets. Due to the
weather, the deer and gut piles were particularly concentrated in one area, making them easy for condors to find, said
Chris Parish, of the Peregrine Fund.

Research over the past few years has established lead as the top killer of the condors, according to environmental groups,
scientists and Arizona Game and Fish, killing at least 12 condors around the Arizona Strip in 11 years.

Now several environmental groups are asking the Arizona Game and Fish Commission to ban the use of lead bullets
statewide to protect the federally listed birds, other scavengers and, possibly, hunters.

State officials, however, defend their education and outreach efforts on behalf of voluntary compliance as sufficient
without a mandatory ban.

DEBATE ON PROBLEM

The Center for Biological Diversity, Sierra Club and Grand Canyon Wildlands Council are asking for the new rule.

"Condors, eagles and other birds of prey are a cherished part of the Grand Canyon experience and an important part of the
ecosystem," said Kim Crumbo, conservation director of the Grand Canyon Wildlands Council. "Immediate conversion to
non-lead ammunition is practical, affordable, and overdue."

Arizona Game and Fish and the Peregrine Fund say more hunters would be willing to either carry all remains of their kills
out of the field or use non-lead ammunition if only they knew more about the issue. 

An education campaign has been going for a couple years.

"Not a single individual or group that we've presented with our data has balked and said it's too much" to ask, Parish said.

And lead exposure in the birds dropped from 81 percent one year to 52 percent after Game and Fish started handing out
lead-free ammunition to hunters bound for the Arizona Strip and started an educational campaign, Game and Fish wildlife
biologist Kathy Sullivan said.

The subsequent rebound in lead poisonings for the birds last year was largely weather-related, after a snowstorm pushed
many of the deer to the same area, Sullivan said.

"I think it's premature for anyone to claim that our voluntary efforts have not been successful," she said.

The Arizona Antelope Foundation, Arizona Deer Association, National Shooting Sports Foundation and Sporting Arms
and Ammunition Manufacturers' Institute are among some of the groups that have said they would be willing to take extra
precautions to ensure the birds aren't unintentionally killed after hunting season.

HOW POISONINGS HAPPEN

The Peregrine Fund shot a number of deer carcasses with lead bullets a few years ago in a study, then examined the results.



X-rays showed the bullets had fragmented into 200 to 500 pieces sometimes.

Some of these pieces get lodged in the gut piles hunters typically leave behind when they prepare a deer to be carried out,
Sullivan said.

Since condors feed in groups, each gut pile presented a source of lead exposure for handfuls of the birds.

Non-lead bullets are made of copper, which is still a toxin, but less likely to fragment, Sullivan and Parish said.

The lead and copper cartridges look the same from the outside, because the lead bullets wear copper jackets.

And this raises some questions about enforcement and feasibility.

Requiring lead-only ammunition is problematic because it isn't made in every caliber, isn't sold in small stores and isn't
possible to differentiate from lead bullets at a glance, Sullivan said.

There are 12 condor deaths that are certainly from lead, Parish said.

Two more bird deaths were suspected to have been caused by lead, but it couldn't be confirmed, he said.

"Lead is an extremely toxic substance that we have sensibly removed from most of our environment, including water
pipes, gasoline, paint and cooking utensils," said Sandy Bahr, of the Sierra Club. "It only makes sense to remove it from
bullets too."

The debate raises questions about whether lead bullets could impact other scavengers or even hunters who consume the
meat, Sullivan said.

She expects more research to be conducted on those questions.

Meanwhile, 832 hunters bound for the Arizona Strip took Game and Fish up on their offer of lead-free ammunition at no
cost last year.

And Game and Fish is looking to somehow reward those who still use lead on the Arizona Strip but carry out gut piles.

"We all agree that we need to get the lead out of the environment," Sullivan said. "There are just different opinions about
how to do that."

Cyndy Cole can be reached at 913-8607 or at ccole@azdailysun.com.
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